The Library Sistem - SISBI - Uberlândia Federal University - UFU celebrated from 29/10/18 to 01/11/2018 the 3rd National Book and Library Week with the theme: Trans colors (IN) visible: the visibility in the educational and formal work spaces.
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The main objective of this project is to make SISBI/UFU fulfill its institutional mission by promoting lectures, debates, artistic, cultural and reading incentives activities.

As well as the dissemination of products and services offered by libraries for the consolidation of teaching, research and university extension.

Promoting respect for human diversity in search of egalitarian social coexistence.

It was necessary to discuss the daily life of transsexuals in the educational environment and in the labor market as well as to discuss the challenges faced in the day to day within their reality in search of visibility and social belonging. As well as reflecting public policies and social actions that extend the guarantee for transgender rights in a more tolerant society.

The SNLB/2018 intended to open and continue this dialog approach which is necessary to acknowledge the terms in our country (Library for All) as well as recommended the ONU 2030 Agenda. No one will be left behind. We are aware that we’ll be facing many challenges to meet the demand of the community and to include all library users.

Final Thoughts

The main innovation, the great challenge, the axis of the proposal work and the actions above during the 3rd SNLB in 2018, was to evaluate the changes, to have a closer look in the educational practices and formal work environment of the Trans community and to create an awareness of the visibility and or invisibility facing the difficulties found, as well understanding that the procedural manuals do not create real opportunities nor do they implement these new practices which in turn are shaped by organizational culture. (mental structures)